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Part A

Answer all questions' '

Each question carries a weightoge ol L'

1. write electrode reactions in the dry cell (Zn' Mno2)' 
il concentration and

2'Writeequationibrtheactivityofthefollowingelectrolytesintermsofmole
mean ionic activitY coefficient :

' (a) t6ir: b) M#e'

Defrne exchange curient density. Exprain its significance'

t"rttt" the significance of slope and intercept of a Tafol plot'

Write Hermann-Mauguin symbol for the following (a) D'u; ft) C'"'

Expiain the term "glide Plane"'

Define Fermi ievel' Explain its significance:

H' :J#n';::t.::':il;,,n:, 1*o 
p"*l:r= :To'* 

three degenerate levers assuming

(a) Bose Einstein 
";;stics 

; itl rut*i Dirac statistics ?

Rationalise third law of thermodlnamics using statistical concepts'

calcuiate the heat capacity of solid (with characteristic temperature br tooo K) at 10 K-

What do you mean by diiute system ? Q2 * 7 = L2
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Part B

Answer anY eight questions'

Each question iaties a weightage of 2'

I ,r. calculate the mean ,""r.""t;;;1""*"""t of 0'01 molal Lacl' in water at25" c' A = 0'509'

14. Explain the working of a lead acid battery' \
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ts.Writeabriefaccountofthgvariousgrodelsofelectricddoublelayer.

16. Briefly explain one of the theories of hydrogen over voltage'

l7'. Draw stereographic projection lor QZD system

ls..Writebrieflyontheapplicationofnon.stoichiometriccompounds!
19. BrieflY exPlain Meisner effect'

20. Explain the working of a laser' 11

21. Calculate the residual entropy of H'O'

22.EvaluatetranslationalpartitionfunctionofCo2at0"C.andlatm.pressure.

23. Derive an equation for the vibrational contribution towards heat capacity of gases'

24. Briefly explain Bose-Einstein condensation' (g , 2 = t6)

art C

' , Answer anY t'uto questinns'

Each question corries a weightage of 4'

zb. what are the assurnptions in Dbby,e-Huckel theory ? Following the theory, derive Debye Htickel

limiting law.

26. Derive Butler-Volmer equation'

27. Derive Maxwell Boltzman statistics' Discuss'

28. Apply Fermi Dirac statistics for electrons in metals' Discuss'
(2x4=8


